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ABSTRACT
MLC (multi-level cell) NAND flash memory based solid state
drives (SSDs) have been increasingly used in supercomput-
ing centers because of their merits in cost, performance, and
energy-efficiency. However, as each cell starts to store two or
more bits, a threshold voltage range employed to represent a
state has to be continuously shrunk, and a narrowed thresh-
old voltage range causes more bit errors. An ad-hoc solution
to this problem is to apply an enhanced ECC (error correc-
tion code) scheme. Still, a comprehensive understanding of
the impact of threshold voltage on MLC flash performance
and reliability is an open question. In this paper, we first em-
pirically measure the correlations between threshold voltage
and program/erase (P/E) performance as well as reliabil-
ity. After analyzing experimental results, we make several
interesting observations: 1) a memory cell programmed to
a lower threshold voltage has a faster programming speed
(up to 31%) as well as a fewer number of bit errors; 2) the
programming time of an MSB page is about 2 to 3 times
shorter than that of an LSB page; 3) erase performance is
highly correlated to threshold voltage. These new findings
provide system implications for the development of a bet-
ter SSD. Further, to demonstrate how these findings can be
leveraged to enhance MLC flash, we propose an approach
called threshold voltage reduction (TVR), which increases
programming speed and longevity by 50% and 7.1%, respec-
tively. Finally, we conduct a study on TVR-powered SSDs.
Simulation results show that overall mean response time can
be reduced by up to 35%.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.3.3 [Memory Structure]: Performance Analysis and De-
sign Aids; C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Design studies;
D.4.2 [Operating Systems]: Storage Management
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solid state disk
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Figure 1: Threshold voltage levels in SLC and MLC flash.

1. INTRODUCTION
SLC (single-level cell) flash memory has been the main

choice for SSDs in data centers due to its high performance
and endurance [13, 22]. Recently, less-expensive MLC has
started to enter into the storage market of data centers
thanks to the advanced controller technology that can pro-
vide a larger ECC capability to compensate MLC’s shorter
life span and higher error correction overhead [12, 13, 18].
However, as manufacturers are aggressively pushing flash
memory into smaller geometries and each memory cell has
to store more bits [10], the improved controller and pro-
cessing technology might not be able to keep pace with the
shrinking NAND lithography [12], which makes the future
of MLC flash SSD in data centers unclear. One reason is
that the rate of increasing bit errors exceeds the capacity
of enhanced ECC schemes [10, 12]. When a memory cell is
pushed to store more bits, it is prone to more bit errors due
to a much narrowed threshold voltage range [10].

Threshold voltages are used to represent different states
in flash memory [3]. As illustrated in Figure 1, an SLC flash
cell has two threshold voltage states (i.e., S0, S1), which in-
dicate data ’1’ and ’0’, respectively. A 2-bit MLC flash cell
provides four states (i.e., ’11’, ’10’, ’00’, ’01’) defined by
four threshold voltage ranges (see Figure 1). Each of them
is roughly half of that of an SLC flash cell. A program-
ming operation is to charge a memory cell to a particular
threshold voltage, whereas an erase operation is a reversal
procedure [3]. If a cell’s threshold voltage shifts across the
reference voltage, the stored data will be misinterpreted,
and thus, a bit error occurs [3, 21]. Obviously, MLC trends
to generate more bit errors as a narrowed threshold voltage
range could not tolerate even a slight threshold voltage shift.
Between two adjacent threshold voltage ranges, a wide mar-
gin is reserved to combat retention errors. It is because a
memory cell loses charge over time, which causes a left shift
of threshold voltage [21]. As a threshold voltage range is
continuously shrunk, its negative impact on endurance and
program/erase (P/E) performance becomes more noticeable
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[7, 28]. For example, while a typical SLC flash can tolerate
∼100k P/E cycles with a 200 μs programming delay, a 2-bit
MLC can only survive ∼10k P/E cycles with a 600∼900 μs
delay [9]. Apparently, threshold voltage greatly influences
MLC’s performance, endurance and reliability.

Unfortunately, little investigation on the impact of thresh-
old voltage on P/E performance and reliability of flash mem-
ory has been reported in the literature. To understand the
role of threshold voltage in flash memory’s performance and
reliability, in this paper we empirically study the correla-
tions between threshold voltage and MLC flash memory1

P/E performance as well as reliability. All experiments are
conducted on a hardware platform including an FPGA eval-
uation board [27] and a flash daughter board [6], which can
issue chip-level commands to raw flash chips without ECC.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that em-
pirically evaluates the impact of threshold voltage on MLC
flash memory performance and reliability. Our experimen-
tal results demonstrate that the level of threshold voltage
significantly impacts MLC flash performance and reliabil-
ity. Since there exists a one-one correspondence between
a threshold voltage and a particular state or data [3] (see
Figure 1), we can indirectly adjust a memory cell’s thresh-
old voltage by programming it to different data. Our new
findings, in turn, provide SSD designers with insights to de-
veloping a better SSD.

Our new findings and key contributions include:

• Reliability and Endurance

Flash memory reliability in terms of number of bit
errors is highly correlated with threshold voltage. A
memory cell that is programmed to a higher threshold
voltage is likely to generate more bit errors. Further, a
memory cell programmed in a high threshold voltage
ages faster as the number of bit errors increases more
rapidly. Based on the experimental results, a reliabil-
ity model is derived to explore the relationship between
threshold voltage and a cell’s reliability in terms of bit
error number. These observations provide a new venue
for further reliability enhancement of MLC flash.

• P/E Performance

Programming a page to a lower threshold voltage is
much faster than programming a page to a higher
threshold voltage. For example, in a 2-bit MLC flash
the speed of programming a memory cell to state S0

(i.e., cell programmed as ’11’) is 15.5%, 23%, and 31%
faster than that of programming it to state S1, S2, and
S3, respectively. Furthermore, irrelevant to its thresh-
old voltage, a memory cell’s programming speed al-
ways increases when its number of P/E cycles enlarges.
On average, a memory cell’s programming speed could
improve 11.4% at the end of its lifetime. Besides, the
time to program an MSB (most significant bit) page
is around 2 to 3 times shorter than that of program-
ming an LSB (least significant bit) page. In addition,
under different threshold voltages, the erasing speed
of a cell slightly changes. For instance, while erasing a
block programmed as ’11’ costs 3.3 ms, erasing a block
programmed as ’01’ only takes 3.1 ms.

1in this study we only investigate 2-bit MLC flash, which is
currently the dominant type of MLC flash.
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Figure 2: (a) An illustrative example of ISPP; the increased
bars show the programming voltage, and the stair-step line
shows the change of threshold voltage during the whole ISPP
process; (b) distribution of cells in four levels for MLC flash.

• Threshold Voltage Reduction

Inspired by our findings, we propose a new approach
called threshold voltage reduction (TVR) that can trade
an over-provisioned retention time for an increased write
speed and longevity. Its basic idea is to shrink the
margin between two neighbor states by reducing their
threshold voltages. It can increase write speed by up to
50% while prolonging flash memory lifetime by 7.1%.
A simulation study on TVR-powered SSDs shows that
overall mean response time can be reduced by up to
35%. TVR serves as a case study to show how the
system implications provided by our new findings can
be applied to enhance MLC flash SSDs.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 analyzes threshold voltage in related flash models. An
empirical threshold voltage reliability model derived from
experimental results is introduced in Section 3. Section 4
investigates the correlations between threshold voltage and
P/E performance. The TVR technique is presented in Sec-
tion 5. Section 6 briefly summarizes the related work. The
paper is concluded in Section 7.

2. BACKGROUND AND MODEL ANALYSIS

2.1 ISPP Model
The basic storage unit in flash memory is a floating gate

transistor, which is also called as memory cell [3]. An array
of memory cells can form one or several pages depending
on the number of bits that a cell can store. Typically, 64
or 128 pages are grouped as one block. While page is the
smallest granularity for read and program operation, erase
operation can only be performed on a block level. Because of
the variation of characteristics of memory cells, the threshold
voltage on each cell under the same programmed state is not
uniform among cells, which results in a bell-shape threshold
voltage distribution.

An incremental step pulse programming (ISPP) with a
bit-by-bit verifying method [3, 25], therefore, is used to con-
trol the precision of final threshold voltage (see Figure 2).
ISPP gradually increases the programming voltage from the
starting voltage to the maximum voltage step by step. Be-
tween two consecutive steps, a bit-by-bit verifying opera-
tion is performed [21]. Within this process, the cells whose
threshold voltages already reach their state voltage levels
will be inhibited to program in next step. The step length
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between two adjacent steps, ΔVpp, is the most important pa-
rameter for programming performance and threshold volt-
age distribution. First of all, the width of threshold voltage
ΔVth is in direct proportion to ΔVpp [3]. The smaller a step
length is, the more precise threshold voltage is. Also, ΔVpp

is proportional to programming speed [14, 23] for program-
ming time can be shortened if ΔVpp is increased. However,
the programming performance improvement is at the cost
of an increased raw bit error rate (RBER) [23]. From the
study of Jung et al. [14], we can approximately model the
threshold voltage programmed by ISPP as:

Vth = Vstart + βΔVppNs . (1)

Ns represents the number of steps that a programming
process needs. Vstart is the initial voltage level of a pro-
grammed cell and β is a material related coefficient. Clearly,
programming speed can be improved by reducing the num-
ber of programming steps Ns [17, 23]. Alternatively, we may
also reduce the value of Vth while keeping ΔVpp unchanged
to obtain a smaller Ns based on equation (1).

2.2 Threshold Voltage Distribution Model
The threshold voltages of cells that are programmed to

the same state are not identical. Therefore, a probability
density function is used to describe the threshold voltage
distribution of threshold voltage for each state. Even though
there are asymmetries in a threshold voltage distribution, it
still can be approximated by a sum of Gaussian distributions
[16, 20]. Thus, the model of M -bit cell threshold voltage
distribution is given by:

f(x) =

2M−1∑

s=0

P (Ss)
1√
2πδs

exp{−(x− μs)
2

2δ2s
} . (2)

P (Ss) is the probability of state Ss. μs and δs are the
associated mean and variance in the Gaussian probability
density function. Ideally, P (Ss) for every state is approxi-
mately equal to 1

2M
as there are a large amount of memory

cells in one flash chip.
Figure 2b illustrates the threshold voltage distribution of

a 2-bit flash memory. Without losing generality, 2-bit MLC
flash is used as an example in the remainder of this pa-
per. A threshold voltage distribution for more-than-2-bit
cell flash memory can be readily derived from the 2-bit cell
case. While S0 is the erase state that represents data ’11’,
S1, S2, and S3 are the other three program states, which
represent ’10’, ’00’, and ’01’, respectively. This mapping
method is known as Gray-mapping [26]. Two bits data in
one cell are separated into an LSB page and an MSB page
in the LSB/MSB programming scheme [7], which is widely
adopted in current MLC flash memories. A margin with
approximately equal width of ΔVth is implemented between
two adjacent states in modern flash memory. The wide mar-
gin is designed to provide a reliability mechanism for flash
memory to combat the voltage drift due to memory cell de-
fects and long retention time [3]. However, the retention
problem is almost negligible when the lifetime of data is
much shorter than the JEDEC standard[17, 24].

2.3 Cell-to-Cell Interference
Cell-to-cell interference, a major noise also referred to as

floating gate coupling, can significantly widen the threshold
voltage distribution curve for each state [8]. It degrades the

overall reliability of flash memory. The reason behind is that
the threshold voltage of a cell is largely affected by its sur-
rounding cells’ threshold voltages. To minimize its impact,
the page programming order is restricted to an ascending
order in a block [15]. In the worst case, a cell is affected by
its five neighbor cells [8]. For simplicity, the floating gate
coupling influence caused by the upper right cell and upper
left cell is ignored because their coupling effect is relatively
small compared with other direct neighbors [8]. The change
of threshold voltage due to its neighbors’ interference can be
modeled as [8]:

ΔV
(p,q)
th = γfg1ΔV

(p,q+1)
th + γfg2(ΔV

(p−1,q)
th +ΔV

(p+1,q)
th ) .

(3)
p and q denote the pth bitline and the qth wordline in a

memory block. γfg1 and γfg2 are the floating gate coupling
ratios in a bitline and in a wordline, respectively. The values
of the two coupling ratios are determined by the materials
and structure [8]. In the worst scenario, the ΔVth between
two cells is equal to the difference between Vth of state S0

and Vth of state S3. We can simply calculate the voltage
change by:

ΔV
(p,q)
th = (γfg1 + 2γfg2)ΔV max

th . (4)

Cho et al. discovered that the worst floating gate cou-
pling effect is even larger than the incremental step volt-
age ΔVpp [8]. Intuitively, without increasing the complexity
of manufacturing and degrading the programming perfor-
mance, we can directly reduce ΔV max

th to tighten the thresh-
old voltage distribution curve. For example, in case that
γfg1 = 0.02, γfg2 = 0.006, and ΔV max

th = 5.4 [8], a 2V re-
duction of ΔV max

th can decrease the floating gate coupling
effect by 37% based on equation (4).

2.4 Read Disturb
Whenever a flash memory cell is read, a voltage Vpass is

applied to all deselected wordlines in that block [21]. Vpass

must be higher than the highest threshold voltage so that the
deselected cells on the same wordline can serve as transfer
gates, which let the read current from the cell being read to
be measured [21]. The Vpass unintentionally injects electrons
into the floating gate through either stress-induced leakage
current (SILC) or tunnel oxide traps filling [21]. Conse-
quently, it introduces bit errors if the increased Vth caused
by injected electrons exceeds the value of read reference volt-
age. Mielke et al. found that mistakenly reading state S0

as state S1 is the dominant read disturb error [21]. The
reason behind this is that the gap between Vpass and Vth

of state S0 is the most significant, which causes the highest
field stress in the tunnel oxide under read bias. The leak-
age current, I, generated by field stress grows exponentially
with the voltage across the tunnel oxide [2]:

I = I0· eb0vox . (5)

I0 and b0 are two constants, and vox is the voltage applied
on the tunnel oxide. Although read disturb is negligible
compared with write error [21], a reduced Vpass determined
by the highest Vth could eventually decrease RBER caused
by read disturb.

3. IMPACT ON RELIABILITY
Several studies [7, 21, 28] characterized flash error pat-

terns and trends to understand the correlation between flash
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memory reliability and P/E cycles on page level. However,
since one memory cell is being pushed to store more bits,
two or more pages are logically divided from one physical
memory cell page. Existing page level reliability investiga-
tions [7, 21, 28] cannot reveal the relationship between the
threshold voltage of an individual flash memory cell and its
reliability. In this section, we empirically evaluate the relia-
bility of flash memory cells under various threshold voltages
on a hardware platform [6, 27].

3.1 Testing Methodology
The number of bit errors per page is currently used as an

indicator of flash memory reliability [3]. When the number
of bit errors per page exceeds the ECC capability, the orig-
inal data on that page can no longer be recovered, which
results in a bad block problem [3]. Because of MLC flash
memory mapping scheme, a threshold voltage change (e.g.,
state S0 to state S1) on a cell can result in two consequences.
Either an error occurs in both associated LSB page and MSB
page or an error happens only in one associated page (i.e.,
either an LSB page or an MSB page) [7, 28]. The mapping
scheme also leads to a phenomenon that the LSB pages gen-
erally have a higher RBER than that of MSB pages [28]. We
think that the number of cell errors is more suitable than
the number of bit errors per page for measuring MLC flash
reliability because the influence from logical layer mapping
scheme can be avoided. In our experiments, the bit errors
are collected and counted in a cell level. Any bit flip in a
2-bit cell, no matter which page it belongs to, is recorded as
a cell error.

Figure 3 illustrates the program/erase scheme that is used
to collect cell errors in our experiments. In this scheme, P/E
procedures are performed on selected blocks cycle-by-cycle.
In each P/E cycle, the entire block is first erased. Next,
data are programmed into each page within the block. Once
all the pages have been programmed, data are immediately
read back and then are compared with their original val-
ues. Finally, the number of bit flips is recorded for future
analysis. The error collecting procedure is repeated for thou-
sands of cycles until the flash memory comes to the end of
its lifetime. Since current flash memory does not provide
a hardware mechanism for users to dynamically adjust its
threshold voltage, programming different data patterns to
indirectly change threshold voltage becomes the only feasi-
ble solution. This is because MLC flash employs distinct
threshold voltages to represent different data patterns [26].
In other words, programming different data patterns (i.e.,
’11’, ’10’, ’00’, or ’10’) onto a cell results in distinct thresh-
old voltages. An MSB page and its associated LSB page are
grouped as a cell page. Several scattered cell pages within
one block are selected in a way that cell-to-cell interference
among them can be ignored. During each P/E cycle, differ-
ent cell pages are programmed with different data patterns.
Within each cell page, however, all cells are programmed
with the same data pattern, which represents a particular
threshold voltage (i.e., Vth0, Vth1, Vth2, or Vth3). In this
way, different cell pages are programmed to different thresh-
old voltages in every P/E cycle. After N cycles, the accu-
mulated threshold voltage for each page is NVth0, NVth1,
NVth2, and NVth3, respectively.

The program/erase testing scheme explained above elim-
inates the cell-to-cell interference within one cell page be-
cause the same content is programmed across the entire

EndStart The 1st 1000 
P/E Cycles ......

The ith 1000 
P/E Cycles

The nth 1000 
P/E Cycles

Erase Program 
Page0 (random) 

Program 
Page128 (random) 

Erase Program 
Page0 (random) 

...

Program Selected 
Page(predefined content) 

Program 
Page128 (random) 

Read Selected 
Page 

Collect Error

Procedure of the first 900 P/E cycles:

Procedure of the last 100 P/E cycles:

Figure 3: Flash memory error collecting scheme.

Table 1: An example of selected pages.

Page No. Wordline Page Type Program Pattern

10 4 MSB page 1

16 4 LSB page 1

26 8 MSB page 1

32 8 LSB page 0

42 12 MSB page 0

48 12 LSB page 0

58 16 MSB page 0

64 16 LSB page 1

page. In order to mimic a practical flash memory usage pat-
tern, the cell-to-cell interference effect needs to be taken into
consideration. Therefore, in our testing scheme, the avail-
able P/E cycles of a flash memory are divided into multiple
segments, with each consisting of 1,000 P/E cycles. During
the first 900 P/E cycles of each segment, the same content is
repeatedly programmed into each cell of a selected cell page
to simply increase the accumulated threshold voltage with-
out counting the cell errors. Periodically programming the
same content to a particular cell page makes the discrepan-
cies of accumulated threshold voltage among cell pages more
obvious. Next, in the last 100 P/E cycles a batch of pseudo-
random data are programmed and cell errors are collected
after immediate reading back so that the testing scheme can
simulate a real application environment, whereas the impact
of different threshold voltages can still be measured. Figure
3 shows an illustrative example of this procedure. An ex-
ample of selected pages are shown in Table 1. Page 10 and
16 belong to the same cell page that resides on wordline 4.
While page 10 is an MSB page, page 16 is an LSB page.
This cell page will be programmed by content ’11’, which
can be performed by programming ’1’ to page 10 at first,
and then writing one-page ’1’ data to page 16. Page 26 and
32 form a cell page and will be programmed as ’10’. Cell
page that contains page 42 and 48 will be programmed as
’00’. The cell page on wordline 16 will be written as ’01’.

A hardware platform, which consists of a Xilinx XUPV5-
Lx110t evaluation board [27] and a Ming II flash daughter
board [6], is built so that commands can be issued directly to
raw flash chips without ECC. The flash memory used in our
experiments is 2-bit MLC NAND flash, which is specified to
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(c) Cell page programmed as 01

Figure 4: Programming errors in LSB and MSB page within one cell page.
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Figure 5: Average number of cell errors versus P/E cycles.

survive 10,000 P/E cycles under 10 year data retention time
by using a minimum of 4-bit ECC per 528 bytes of data and
a bad-block replacement algorithm [19]. All experiments
are conducted in a controlled laboratory environment with
a room temperature. The error data are collected from a
limited number of blocks on a few flash chips from a partic-
ular manufacturer.

3.2 Experimental Results
Figure 5 shows the number of cell errors during the en-

tire flash memory’s lifetime. The cell errors are collected
in the last 100 P/E cycles within each 1,000 P/E segment.
All the lines are serrated because the number of cell errors
between two consecutive P/E cycle segments fluctuates sig-
nificantly. Clearly, the cell errors increase as the number of
P/E cycles becomes larger. Further, pages programmed to
different threshold voltages generate different number of cell
errors. The number of cell errors in each cell page grows
exponentially when the number of P/E cycles enlarges.

The cell page programmed as ’11’ exhibits the most unre-
liable characteristic as it has much more errors than that of
the other three pages. In addition, the number of cell errors
on this cell page grows much faster than the other three cell
pages as the number of P/E cycles increases. In fact, errors
in this cell page are erase errors, whereas the other three
cell pages have programming errors. Since ’11’ represents
the erase state, no programming process is carried out when
’11’ is written to a memory cell. This result suggests that a
flash memory cell is more likely to be unreliable if either it
is continuously erased without any data programmed or it
is always programmed as ’11’ during a long period of time.
The reason behind this is that a negative voltage is applied

on the floating-gate during an erase operation, which causes
damage to the tunnel oxide [20]. A programming process,
on the other hand, can neutralize and mitigate such damage
because of a positive voltage applied on that gate. There-
fore, memory cells without programming processes cannot
alleviate the erase damage, and thus, generate much more
errors compared with the cells on which erase and program
operation are alternately performed.

Experimental results obtained from the other three cell
pages are consistent with real applications. Figure 5 illus-
trates that among those three cell pages the cell page pro-
grammed as ’01’ has the largest number of cell errors. On
the contrary, the cell page programmed as ’10’ is more re-
liable because of the smallest number of cell errors. The
number of cell errors from the cell page programmed as ’00’
lies between that of the ’01’ cell page and the ’10’ cell page.
According to the mapping method used, it is clear that the
cell page always programmed to the lowest threshold volt-
age (i.e., ’10’) is more reliable than the cell pages often pro-
grammed to a higher threshold voltage (i.e., ’00’ and ’01’). A
detailed mathematical analysis will be provided to establish
a model, which defines the relationship between threshold
voltage and flash memory reliability.

In a 2-bit MLC flash memory, one cell page contains two
logical pages referred to as MSB page and LSB page, respec-
tively. Figure 4 shows the bit errors in an MSB page and
an LSB page. From the figure, we can see that LSB pages
generally have a larger number of bit errors than that of
MSB pages under all programming cases. This is due to the
fact that the assignment of 2-bit data to threshold voltages
within a cell makes an LSB page more susceptible to error
than an MSB page [28, 16]. Therefore, the conclusion that
LSB pages are more prone to errors than MSB pages holds
under various threshold voltages. The errors of ’11’ cell page
are erase errors, while the errors in the other three pages are
programming errors. Therefore, the error data of ’11’ is not
illustrated here.

System implications: Continuously programming ’11’
to a cell page or erasing a block without any data pro-
grammed should be avoided, otherwise the reliability of the
certain cell page degrades rapidly. Besides, writing data pat-
terns that are represented by a lower threshold voltage could
prolong flash’s lifetime.

3.3 Model Establishment
In this section, we build an empirical threshold voltage

reliability model for MLC flash memory. Cell pages pro-
grammed as ’11’ do not reflect real application situations
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Figure 6: Fitting to exponential trends.

because they only generate erase errors. Thus, we only con-
sider the data collected from the other three cell pages.

Figure 6 clearly demonstrates that the cell errors increase
exponentially as the P/E cycle becomes larger. We adopt
the exponential law model to describe reliability behavior
of the three cell pages in Figure 6 (nonlinear least squares
fitting method). Two new parameters a and b are defined in
this model. We determine them through parameter fitting.
It is clear that each cell page has its own value of a and b
as shown in Figure 6. This model, however, only gives us
the relationship between the number of cell errors (i.e., re-
liability) and the P/E cycles for a cell page. It is obvious
that threshold voltages of cell pages vary because they are
programmed to distinct data patterns. Hence, we can then
apply the parameter fitting method again for the three cell
pages to obtain the relationship between a threshold voltage
and a combination of a and b.

Using the mean distribution voltage values listed in Figure
11a, we can approximate the threshold voltage for the three
cell pages. Applying the parameter fitting we get the two
equations (6) and (7) to describe the relationship between
threshold voltage and parameters a and b.

a = −5E−4ln(Vth) + 0.0019 , (6)

b = 0.036ln(Vth) + 0.6616 . (7)

We substitute a and b in the exponential law model and
get an empirical reliability model with respect to threshold
voltage Vth shown as below:

Err = (−5E−4ln(Vth) + 0.0019)e(0.036ln(Vth)+0.6616)N − 1 ,
(8)

where Vth is the threshold voltage of flash memory cells.
N is the number of P/E cycles, and Err is the number of
cell errors. The value of cell errors is the indicator of flash
reliability. Equation (8) can be generalized as:

Err = (α1ln(Vth) + β1)e
(α2ln(Vth)+β2)N − 1 . (9)

The parameters α1, β1, α2, and β2 are determined by the
characteristics of a flash memory. The empirical reliability
model presented by equation (9) discloses the relationship
between threshold voltage and flash reliability.

The empirical threshold voltage reliability model in its
current format has one limitation. The error data is col-

 

 

Figure 7: Average page programming performance.

lected by reading the programmed data back immediately.
Therefore, the time-dependent behavior of RBER is not con-
sidered in our model. However, Belgal et al. discovered that
in the first few weeks of flash retention period almost no
retention error is detected [2]. A study on a wide range of
real-world traces found that 49-99% of writes require less
than 1-week retention time [17]. Therefore, time-dependent
characteristics can be safely ignored by the model for work-
loads that require short retention time.

4. IMPACT ON P/E PERFORMANCE
The P/E performance of MLC flash under different thresh-

old voltages are examined in this section. Similar to the
testing methodology used in Section 3, a P/E procedure is
performed on flash cycle-by-cycle until flash reaches the end
of its lifetime. In each P/E cycle, all cell pages in a block
are programmed one-by-one to a particular threshold volt-
age and then the entire block is erased. By measuring the
programming and erase time we can evaluate the P/E per-
formance under a particular threshold voltage.

4.1 Page Programming
Page programming time under different threshold volt-

ages is shown in Figure 7. It is obtained by averaging the
programming time of all pages within a block whose mem-
ory cells are programmed to a particular threshold voltage.
Two interesting observations are made. Firstly, pages pro-
grammed to a lower threshold voltage have a better pro-
gramming performance. For example, programming a page
to state S0 (i.e., cell page programmed as ’11’) typically costs
672 μs, whereas pages programmed to state S3 need roughly
880 μs. On average, the speed of programming a page to
state S0 is 15.5%, 23%, and 31% faster than that of program-
ming a page to state S1, S2, and S3, respectively. Secondly,
under all threshold voltage situations the programming time
decreases as the number of P/E cycles increases. The ratio-
nale behind it is that as the tunnel oxide of a memory cell
wears out (i.e., the number of P/E cycles increases) elec-
trons are more easily to be injected into a cell’s floating gate
[20]. Further, the programming time decreases rapidly in
the early lifetime of MLC flash. In the range of 1 to 2× 105

P/E cycles, programming time reduces 10.3% on average. In
the rest of flash memory’s lifetime, programming time only
decreases 4.8%.

Figure 8 illustrates the programming performance of dif-
ferent page types. Figure 8a shows average programming
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Figure 9: Average block erase time.

time of MSB pages versus P/E cycles and Figure 8b gives
that of LSB pages. It is clear that programming speed of
an MSB page is much faster than that of an LSB page. For
example, MSB pages programmed as ’11’ (i.e., the lowest
threshold voltage) only take around 380 μs for a program-
ming operation. Writing the same content onto an LSB
page, surprisingly, needs around 1,100 μs. Besides, pro-
gramming time of MSB pages that are programmed as ’00’
and ’01’ (i.e., state S2 and S3) is 1.42 times longer than that
of MSB pages programmed as ’11’ and ’10’ (i.e., state S1 and
S1) on average. The programming time of LSB pages, on
the contrary, does not show the same trend as that of MSB
pages does. LSB pages programmed as ’11’ have the lowest
programming time (on average 919 μs), whereas program-
ming an LSB page to ’10’ state takes the longest program-
ming time (1,082 μs). Figure 8c illustrates the programming
speed of each page within a block, which is consistently pro-
grammed as ’11’ when the number of P/E cycles equals to
2,000. It is obvious that the programming time of each page
varies. While MSB pages have almost the same program-
ming time, the programming time of LSB pages varies sub-
stantially. Further, the programming time of MSB pages is
much shorter than that of LSB pages.

4.2 Block Erase
Figure 9 shows the block erase time under different thresh-

old voltages in a flash memory’s entire lifetime. It is clear
that the erase time increases and varies largely as the num-
ber of P/E cycles enlarges. The erase time in all thresh-
old voltage situations increases to 9 ms when flash comes
to the end of its lifetime. When the number of P/E cy-
cles is greater than 2 × 105, the erase time of differently
programmed blocks exhibits noticeable differences. for in-

 

 

Figure 10: Average block erase time in small P/E cycles.

stance, the erase time of blocks programmed as ’01’ rapidly
goes to 9 ms, whereas erase time of blocks programmed as
’10’ increases much slower. The reason why erase time in all
situations finally becomes 9 ms is uncertain.

Figure 10 illustrates the erase time in flash’s early life-
time (P/E cycles < 1×104). Blocks programmed to a higher
threshold voltage have a better erase performance. On aver-
age, blocks programmed as ’01’ have the fastest erase speed,
which is 3.1 ms. Blocks programmed as ’11’ on average need
3.3 ms to finish an erase operation.

System implications: 1) programming content that is
represented by a lower threshold voltage can have a higher
P/E performance; 2) judiciously rearranging the program-
ming order could improve SSD’s overall performance as the
programming speeds on an MSB page and an LSB page are
noticeably different; 3) intentionally choosing blocks that
have a faster erase speed can reduce garbage collection cost.

5. TVR: A CASE STUDY
This section demonstrates an example of how to apply

the system implications provided by our new findings on
SSD design. We first present the TVR approach based on
an approximate Vth distribution [23]. Next, a method of cal-
culating the amount of reduced Vth is illustrated. Finally,
after quantitatively analyzing programming speed improve-
ments caused by TVR, a simulation study on its impact on
SSDs is briefly presented.

5.1 Threshold Voltage Reduction
A standard 2-bit MLC threshold voltage distribution model

[16] is illustrated in Figure 11a. Three margins (D0, D1, and D2)
between every two adjacent states are configured to increase
reliability so that after a long period of time data can still
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0, δ0, δ1, δ2, and δ3 are the same as the value in (a).

be read correctly with changed threshold voltage distribu-
tions. A recent investigation [17] on a wide range of real-
world workloads, however, discoveries that data retention
capability offered by the worst-case oriented design is al-
ways under-utilized, especially in the early lifetime of a flash
memory when data retention problem even does not exist.
For example, it finds that 49-99% of writes require less than
1-week retention time [17]. In typical data center workloads
like proxy and MapReduce, most data are overwritten fre-
quently, which suggests a short data retention in only days
or even hours [17]. Therefore, in a retention relaxation situ-
ation such as flash memory used to store log data, the width
of those margins can be largely reduced without affecting re-
liability. Based on the observation of over-provisioned data
retention time from [17] and our new findings, we propose
the TVR approach. It improves programming performance
and reliability by reducing threshold voltages of all states.
As a result, margins between two adjacent states can be
shrunk. The amounts of reduced threshold voltages lie in a
range between zero to a standard margin width. An extreme
scenario of TVR is to shrink the width of all the three mar-
gins to zero (see Figure 11b), which is called a retention free
case. In the remainder of this section, we use the retention
free case to quantitatively analyze the maximum improve-
ment in performance and reliability for TVR-powered flash.

In our analysis, the tails of a Gaussian distribution curve
are used to calculate RBER because raw bit errors only oc-
cur in the overlap area between the tails of two neighbor
threshold voltage distribution curves [16]. The two Gaussian
tails are asymmetric because Vth is more prone to enlarge
in a programming process, while retention time diminishing
the value of Vth [21]. However, since the retention free case
does not consider retention errors, the retention free thresh-
old voltage distribution simply takes the two Gaussian tails
as symmetric, which is also suggested by [16, 23].

Similar to the simplification used in [23], we set the vari-
ances of the three non-erased states as the same (δ1 = δ2 =
δ3). According to [4], parameters like μs, δs, V read

s , and
ΔVpp are set as the values shown in Figure 11a. Based on the
simulation using the defined parameters, it is clear that the
erase state S0 has a flattened bell-shape while the three non-
erased states S1, S2, and S3 are much taller and tighter due
to the small value of step length in a programming process.
Three read reference voltages (i.e., V read

0 , V read
1 , and V read

2 )

are set for read operation. V read
1 is used to identify the con-

tent in an MSB page. If a cell’s threshold voltage is higher
than V read

1 , it is read as ’0’. Otherwise, it is read as ’1’.
For an LSB page, two voltage comparisons are performed.
If a cell’s threshold voltage lies between V read

0 and V read
2 ,

it is taken as ’0’. Otherwise, the content is identified as ’1’.
Based on this strategy, the bit errors in an MSB page always
happen in an area around V read

1 while bit errors in an LSB
page come from the areas around V read

0 and V read
2 .

5.2 Quantitative Analysis of TVR
Figure 11b illustrates a threshold voltage distribution af-

ter applying TVR. When TVR is applied, RBER increases
because the voltages of cells at the tail of the distribution will
be misread when they pass the read reference voltage. The
probability that the voltages of cells cross the read reference
voltage can be calculated by the tail probability function [16,
29]. This value is the same as RBER. However, the calcu-
lation methods for MSB pages and LSB pages are different
for their reading/programming schemes are distinct [16].

Since the number of errors caused by misinterpreting a
state as a non-immediate-neighbor state is very small [7, 16],
only the errors generated by state changes in two adjacent
states are considered in our computation. For an MSB page,

misreading errors are around V read′
1 . RBER is computed by

the equation below:

RBERMSBpage =
1

4
Q1(

|Δ2|
δ1

) +
1

4
Q2(

|Δ3|
δ2

) . (10)

For an LSB page, however, misreading errors are around

V read′
0 and V read′

2 . Therefore, the calculation of RBER is
revised as:

RBERLSBpage =
1

4
Q0(

|Δ0|
δ0

) +
1

4
Q1(

|Δ1|
δ1

)

+
1

4
Q2(

|Δ4|
δ2

) +
1

4
Q3(

|Δ5|
δ3

) .

(11)

Δi (0 ≤ i ≤ 5) is the distance from μ′
s to its adjacent read

reference voltage V read′
s as shown in the Figure 11b. Qs(x)

(s = 0, ..., 3) is the tail probability function of each state.
As explained in Section 4.1, the threshold voltage distribu-
tion is asymmetric as the errors caused by a state change
from a lower voltage state to a higher voltage state (i.e.,

Q0(
|Δ0|
δ0

), Q1(
|Δ2|
δ1

), and Q2(
|Δ4|
δ2

) ) are mainly generated by
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programming processes. Majority errors due to a reverse

change (i.e., Q1(
|Δ1|
δ1

), Q2(
|Δ3|
δ2

), and Q3(
|Δ5|
δ3

)) are caused

by retention time [21]. To simplify the computation, we as-
sume that the errors made by a forward state change (i.e.,
from a lower voltage state to a higher voltage state) and a
backward state change (i.e., from a higher voltage state to
a lower voltage state) have the same probability. Hence, we
have:

Q1(
|Δ2|
δ1

) = Q2(
|Δ3|
δ2

) , (12)

Q0(
|Δ0|
δ0

) = Q1(
|Δ1|
δ1

) = Q2(
|Δ4|
δ2

) = Q3(
|Δ5|
δ3

) . (13)

The maximum RBER tolerated by flash memory is deter-
mined by the adopted ECC capability and the size of redun-
dant area fabricated by manufacturers [3, 21]. For modern
flash memory, RBER must be lower than 4.5 × 10−4 if the
uncorrectable bit error rate requirement is set to be 10−16

[17] . By solving equations (10) and (11) using parameters
shown in Figure 11a, we obtain:

Δ0 ≈ 1.40; Δ1 = Δ4 = Δ5 ≈ 0.36; Δ2 = Δ3 ≈ 0.34.

Δi (0 ≤ i ≤ 5) gives the distance between mean threshold
voltage of each state and its neighbor read reference volt-
age in the maximum threshold voltage reduction situation.
Finally, the reduced threshold voltages can be calculated
based on μ′

0 and Δi (0 ≤ i ≤ 5). We find that Δi (i = 2, 3)
is smaller than Δj (j = 1, 4, 5).

5.3 Programming Speed Improvement
Compared with read operation, the programming speed in

flash memory is one order of magnitude slower. Thus, the
programming speed is a main performance bottleneck for
flash memory. Flash memory programming speed depends
on the slowest memory cell in an ISPP programming process
[25]. Equation (1) gives the relationship between a threshold
voltage and the number of programming steps under certain
step length ΔVpp. It can be rearranged as:

�Ns� = ΔVth

βΔVpp
. (14)

ΔVth = Vth − Vstart and �Ns� stands for the smallest
integer bigger than Ns. Parameter β is determined by the
ISPP model based on the curve-fitting values shown in [14].
When ΔVpp = 0.2V (see Figure 11a) the model fits empirical
data [14] very well with β equal to 1.14.

According to reading and programming strategy in MLC
flash memory, the largest ΔVth in an MSB page is given by
μ2 − μ0 (i.e., from state S0 to S2), whereas μ1 − μ0 (i.e.,
from state S0 to S1) yields the largest ΔVth in an LSB page.
Therefore, before TVR is applied, the programming time for
an MSB page is 22 · tstep according to equation (14), where
tstep is the time for one ISPP step. For an LSB page, the
programming time is approximately equal to 16 · tstep. On
average, the programming time can be evaluated by 19·tstep.

After applying TVR, the largest ΔVth in an MSB page
programming process is

∑
i=0,1,2,3 Δi = 2.44. Hence, pro-

gramming time can be reduced to 11 · tstep. Similarly, in an
LSB page, the largest ΔVth is

∑
i=0,1 Δi = 1.76 and pro-

gramming time is 8 · tstep. The average programming time
after applying TVR is 9.5 ·tstep. Compared with a non-TVR
scenario, programming speed is improved by 50%.

5.4 Reliability Improvement
By using the empirical reliability model established in Sec-

tion 3, it is easy for us to evaluate the reliability improve-
ment via threshold voltage reduction. If data size written to
each cell page is sufficiently large and random, we can as-
sume that the four different threshold voltage states shown
in Figure 11 have an equal chance to be written into a cell
page. Thus, we can use the mean voltage throughout flash
memory’s lifetime to get the number of cell errors at a given
P/E cycle. Using the results got from Section 5.2, if RBER
is lower than 4.5 × 10−4 [17] the maximum number of P/E
cycles is 12.469×105 according to equation (8). In the TVR
approach, however, the maximum number of P/E cycles that
a flash memory can reach is 13.35×105. Therefore, the TVR
can improve the flash memory reliability by 7.1%.

5.5 Impact on SSDs
To understand the impact of TVR on the overall perfor-

mance of SSDs, we carry an experimental study on TVR-
powered SSDs based on a validated simulation environment
(i.e., DiskSim 4.0 [5] and the Microsoft SSD module [1])
and six real-world traces including enterprise data center
applications (e.g., Financial1, Financial2) as well as file sys-
tem benchmarks on workstations (e.g., Iozone, Postmark).
Simulation results demonstrate that TVR can reduce SSD’s
overall mean response time including read and write by 11%
to 35%. Besides, TVR consistently increases an SSD’s over-
all performance as the number of packages enlarges. Due to
space limit, detailed simulation results are not included.

6. RELATED WORK
Several recent studies [11, 17, 29] have discussed about

how to tactfully control the threshold voltage to improve
the performance and endurance of flash memory and SSD.
The threshold voltage distribution will drift as the number
of P/E cycles and retention time increase [29]. Hence, the
predetermined fixed read reference voltage often results in
significant asymmetric errors in flash memory’s lifetime. To
overcome this problem, Zhou et al. introduced a dynamic
reading thresholds scheme, which is applied to single-level
cells to reduce raw bit errors caused by voltage drift [29].
Further, Sala et al. extended their dynamic reading thresh-
olds scheme to MLC memories [11]. The enhanced dynamic
threshold voltage scheme combined with new ECC can sig-
nificantly improve the reliability of a flash memory especially
when it is aged. In contrast, in this research TVR dynami-
cally changes both read reference voltages and state voltages
in an MLC flash to improve the write speed.

The write speed of flash memory is in direct proportion
to the number of programming steps in ISPP [25]. By ex-
amining such process, Pan et al. first proposed a device-
aware design strategy exploiting the under-utilized ECC re-
dundancy to improve flash memory performance [23]. Its
basic idea is to reduce the number of programming steps
by increasing the step length in ISPP and use the under-
utilized ECC redundancy to correct the errors caused by
step length increasing. Liu et al., on the other hand, found
that the redundant ECC capability and data retention are
usually under-utilized after studying a wide range of real-
world traces [17]. A retention-aware flash translation layer
is proposed to optimize the overall performance of flash SSDs
[17]. TVR employs a totally different approach to exploit-
ing flash SSDs’ over-provisioned data retention capability to
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improve performance and reliability. Instead of shrinking
step length, TVR reduces threshold voltages to trade the
over-provisioned data retention capability for an improved
performance and longevity.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Thanks to recent advances in flash controller technology,

cost-effective MLC flash SSDs are gradually becoming popu-
lar storage devices in data centers [12, 13, 18]. To further de-
crease its cost, manufacturers are aggressively pushing flash
into smaller geometries and to store more bits per cell. As
a result, the reliability of MLC flash continuously decreases,
which demands an increasing ECC capacity and controller
capability [10]. However, the speed of controller technol-
ogy development might lag behind the increasing error rate
[12]. A main reason for the increasing error rate is that
threshold voltage ranges have been largely reduced [10, 28].
Since threshold voltage plays a central role in flash reliability
and performance, in this paper we investigate the impact of
threshold voltage on the performance and reliability of MLC
flash memory. We find that the P/E performance and reli-
ability of MLC flash are highly correlated to threshold volt-
ages. Several important observations have been made. Next,
a flash reliability model is established based on experimen-
tal results to reveal the relationship between the threshold
voltage and the number of bit errors. Finally, we conduct
a case study (i.e., the TVR approach) on how to apply the
insights derived from our new findings on enhancing MLC
flash SSDs. TVR can transform over-provisioned flash mem-
ory data retention capability into an increased write speed
and longevity. A mathematical analysis demonstrates that
TVR improves write speed by up to 50% and prolong flash
memory’s lifetime by 7.1%. A simulation study shows that
TVR reduces mean response time by up to 35%.

In future work, we will conduct a comprehensive study on
the system implications provided by this research and their
interplay on the overall performance and reliability of MLC
flash SSDs. For example, MLC flash P/E performance and
reliability can be improved by judiciously rearranging page
programming order and reassembling page content.
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